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Abstract—Here, a novel and efficient feedback system for
moving object segmentation and tracking is proposed. Through
the use of non-parametric background-foreground modeling,
moving objects are correctly detected in unfavorable situa-
tions such as dynamic backgrounds or illumination changes.
After detection, objects are tracked by an original multi-
object Bayesian tracking algorithm, which achieves satisfactory
results under partial and total occlusions. Updating the previ-
ously detected foreground data from the information provided
by the tracker, the foreground modeling is improved, reducing
the color similarity problem.
Keywords-Segmentation-Tracking feedback, non-parametric
segmentation, background modeling, foreground modeling,
data association, Bayesian tracking
I. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation and tracking of objects in video sequences
are fundamental tasks in many computer vision based sys-
tems, such as video surveillance, people counting, human-
computer interfaces, etc. Typically, these tasks are performed
independently: firstly, the segmentation of objects of interest
and, then, the tracking to maintain the correct identities of
each object along the time. However, this approach has
mainly two problems: on the one hand, the tracking is
based on the results of the segmentation. Therefore, if the
segmentation fails or it has not the enough quality, the
tracking is prone to fail. On the other hand, the segmentation
can not deal with complex situations characterized by partial
or total occlusions among the tracked objects, in spite that
the tracking can be aware of such a situation, resulting in
a deficient segmentation. Both problems can be solved by
introducing a feedback stage between the segmentation and
the tracking.
Despite the advantages that the segmentation-tracking
feedback offers, the number of scientific works is scarce.
One solution in the context of video retrieval uses the
tracking information to merge moving regions belonging to
the same object [1]. Other strategies in the field of medical
imaging [2] [3] use the tracking information to initialize
a maximization process based on the center-likelihood cost
function, through which the final segmentation of vessels is
obtained. However, none of the previous approaches take
into account the appearance information of the objects,
since this is much more complex to model than, either the
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Figure 1. Block diagram for the proposed segmentation-tracking strategy.
blobs that represent the moving objects, or the primitive
shapes (ellipses and circles) that model the body vessels
in the previous works. In this paper, a novel segmentation-
tracking feedback strategy is proposed for appearance based
segmentations in the context of video surveillance. The
object tracking is performed through a Bayesian framework
that is able to track multiple objects in complex situations
characterized by partial and total occlusions. The tracking
information is sent to the segmentation module to update
the object appearance models, which altogether constitute
the foreground model. On the other hand, the segmentation
module also models the background using a non-parametric
method, and then both models, background and foreground,
are combined to yield the final segmentation.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed strategy combines both segmentation and
tracking strategies into a joint design in which segmentation
results are used by the tracking algorithm and the detection
quality is improved through the use of the tracking results.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram containing a detailed
description of the proposed system.
For each new image, It at instant t, non-parametric
background and foreground models are constructed. These
models, described in Sections III-A and III-B respectively,
are combined in a Bayesian classifier, resulting in a set of
detected moving regions, Ot. The background, β, is modeled
by using all pixel values belonging to the Tβ previous
images. However, to model the foreground, Φ, only the set
of foreground regions detected along the last TΦ images,
{Os}t−1s=t−TΦ , is used. To do so, the spatial coordinates of
these previously detected foreground regions are updated
through the estimations, Et, resulting from the tracking
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analysis. The reasoning behind this update of coordinates
is detailed in section III-B.
From the detected moving objects, Ot, a set of measures,
Mt, indicating their spatial coordinates into the current
image is obtained. These measures are computed as the
centroid of the detected objects. If a detected moving region
is not occluded by any region in the set of stored foreground
objects, {Os}t−1s=t−TΦ , it is tagged as a new foreground object
that should be tracked from now on.
The tracking module manages the measures, Mt, to make
the proper association to each object in order to reliably yield
their tracks. If, for a particular moving object, no measures
are provided along TO images, this is discarded from the set
of objects to track.
As the result of the tracking module, an estimation, Et, of
the coordinates for the tagged moving objects at image It+1
is obtained. These estimations are used by the segmentation
strategy to construct the following foreground model.
III. MOVING OBJECT DETECTION
A. Background modeling
Let us consider that each pixel in the current image,
It, is defined as a d-dimensional vector xt ∈ Rd. In
order to exploit the spatial relations between pixels, this
vector contains not only the color components by also the
coordinates of the pixels [4]. In this way, an associated
set of neighbor pixels, {xi}Ni=1, is defined for each pixel,
that is characterized by a spatial bandwidth, σβs , in the Tβ
previous images. The probability density function (pdf) that
the pixel xt belongs to the image background, β, can be
non-parametrically estimated as in [5]:
Pr (xt|β) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
KH (xt − xi) (1)
where KH = ‖H‖−1/2 K(H−1/2x) is the kernel estimator,
and H is a symmetric positive definite d × d bandwidth
matrix that specifies the “width” of the kernel around each
sample point x. In this work, a d-variate Gaussian has
been chosen as the kernel estimator function, KH , due
to its continuity, differentiability and locality properties
[6]. In order to reduce the computational requirements, a
diagonal bandwidth matrix has been applied. In this way,
the probability density function can be rewritten as:
Pr(xt|β)= 1
N
N∑
i=1
d∏
j=1
1√
2π |σj |
exp
(
− (xt,j−xi,j)
2
2σ2j
)
(2)
where σj is the bandwidth for each dimension.
The implementation of the probability estimation of this
equation can be computed in a very fast way using precal-
culated look-up tables for the kernel function values given
the intensity value difference (xt,j − xi,j), and the kernel
function bandwidth, σj .
B. Foreground modeling
The probability for a pixel, xt, to belong to the fore-
ground, Φ, can be expressed as a mixture of a uniform
function and a kernel density function [4] as:
Pr (xt|Φ) =
=αγ+
(1− α)
M(2π)
d
2
M∑
i=1
d∏
j=1
1
|σˆj | exp
(
− (xt,j−xi,j)2
2σˆ2j
)
(3)
where M is the total number of foreground data, σˆj is the
bandwidth of each dimension, α << 1 is the mixture weight,
and γ is a random variable with uniform probability in the
components defined for the feature vector.
Sometimes, objects detection using only background mod-
eling is not enough accurate. To improve the segmentation,
an efficient and novel non-parametric foreground modeling,
in color and spatial coordinates, has been developed. To
construct this model, the coordinates of the foreground
information detected in the TΦ previous images are updated.
This update is done by applying the estimations, Et, re-
sulting from the tracking module, to the stored foreground
information, {Os}t−1s=t−TΦ .
Among others, the main difference between the model
in [4] and the proposed here is the update of the spa-
tial information through the tracking strategy presented in
Section IV. Updating the coordinates of the foreground
samples previously detected, the influence of the data over
the current moving objects in maximized, reducing their
influence over other objects. Therefore, more accurate results
are obtained. In addition, the update of the coordinates
allows to select smaller spatial bandwidths, resulting in
a significant reduction of the computational and memory
requirements.
IV. BAYESIAN TRACKING ALGORITHM
The object tracking task is modeled by a Bayesian filter
that is used to recursively compute the probability of the
object locations, given a sequence of noisy measures.
All the information relative to the tracked objects in the
time step k is contained in the state vector
Zt = {Zpt ,Zvt ,Zat }, (4)
where Zpt contains the 2D object positions, Z
v
t stores the
object velocities, and Zat = {Za(j)t }Nmj=1 encodes the mem-
bership of each one of the Nm measures to, either one of
the objects, or to clutter. On the other hand, the measures
Mt, containing putative object locations, are given by the
segmentation module.
The aim of the Bayesian framework is to compute the
posterior probability of the state vector p(Zt|M1:t) using
the object prior information, and the sequence of available
measures until the current time step M1:t = {M1, ...,Mt}.
The posterior probability can be recursively expressed as [7]
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p(Zt|M1:t) = p(Mt|Zt)p(Zt|M1:k−1)
p(Mt|M1:t−1) (5)
p(Zt|M1:t−1)=
∫
p(Zt|Zt−1)p(Zt−1|M1:t−1)dZt−1, (6)
where Zt is assumed to be a Markov process, and the
measures M1:t are conditionally independent given Zt.
The desired tracking information Z˜t is then obtained using
the posterior probability to compute the Minimum Mean
Squared Error (MMSE) estimation. However, the above
posterior probability can not be analytically solved due to
the non-linearities and non-Gaussian processes involved in
the tracking task [7]. Therefore, a data association particle
filter is used to efficiently approximate p(Zt|M1:t) by a set
of Ns weighted samples (or particles) as
p(Zt|M1:t) ≈
Ns∑
i=1
w
[i]
t δ(Zt − Z[i]t ), (7)
where δ(Z) is the Dirac delta function, {Z[i]k }Nsi=1 are the
samples, and {w[i]}Nsi=1 are the weights. These samples
and weights are computed by means of the principle of
importance sampling [8], which draws samples from a
proposal distribution Z[i]t ∼ q(Zt|Zt−1,M1:t). The effi-
ciency of the sampling depends on the proposal distribution
similarity with the posterior probability. For the ongoing
tracking application, the chosen proposal distribution can be
decomposed as
q(Zt|Zt−1,M1:t) =
q(Zpt ,Z
v
t ,Z
a
t |Zpt−1,Zvt−1,Zat−1,M1:t) =
p(Zpt ,Z
v
t |Zpt−1,Zvt−1,M1:t)p(Zat |Zpt−1,Zvt−1,M1:t),
(8)
where it has been assumed that {Zpt ,Zvt } are conditionally
independent of Zat−1:t given M1:t, and that Z
a
t is indepen-
dent of Zat−1 (since the measures are unordered between
consecutive frames).
The first probability term, p(Zpt ,Zvt |Zpt−1,Zvt−1,M1:t),
is simplified by the transition probability
p(Zpt ,Zvt |Zpt−1,Zvt−1) in order to reduce the computational
cost, which represents the object dynamics, and is modeled
as a linear system of constant velocity with additive
Gaussian noise.
The second probability term is the data association prob-
ability that is given by
p(Zat |Zpt−1,Zvt−1,M1:t) =
=
p(Mt|M1:t−1,Zpt−1,Zvt−1,Zat )p(Zat )
p(Mt|M1:t−1) ,
(9)
where, again, the aforementioned independence
assumptions have been taken into account. The term
p(Mt|M1:t−1,Zpt−1,Zvt−1,Zat ) is the data association
likelihood, that is modeled as a linear system with Gaussian
additive noise if the measure is related to one object, and a
constant value representing the clutter density if it is related
to the clutter. The term p(Zat ) is the prior data association
that must verify the two following restrictions: first, each
object can be associated only with one or none of the
measures. Second, each measure can be associated only to
one object, although several measures can be associated
to the clutter. Its mathematical expression can be derived
using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique as
the one presented in [9]. The last term p(Mt|M1:t−1) is
only a normalization factor.
The unnormalized weights are computed as
w˜
[i]
k ∝ p(Zp[i]t ,Zv[i]t |Za[i]t ,M1:t)
p(Za[i]t |M1:t)
q(Z[i]t |Z[i]t−1,M1:t)
, (10)
and then they are normalized: w[i]k =
[∑Ns
l=1 w˜
[l]
t
]−1
· w˜[i]t .
Once the samples and weights have been computed, the
resulting sampled posterior probability is used to obtain the
state estimation Z˜t through the MMSE estimator.
V. RESULTS
The presented strategy for moving objects segmentation
and tracking has been tested on a variate set of video
sequences. This sequences contain critical aspects for the
segmentation such as dynamic backgrounds or illumination
changes. In addition, typical tracking difficulties such partial
and total occlusions are contemplated in these sequences.
Figure 2 shows some of the obtained results corresponding
to a representative video sequence. This sequence contains
several partial and total occlusions. Moreover, the color sim-
ilarity between moving objects and background makes more
difficult the foreground segmentation. In the first row of
images, some original frames are depicted. In these frames,
measures corresponding to the moving object, obtained from
the segmentation phase, appear marked with green crosses.
The estimated positions resulting from the tracking phase
are indicated by the red squares. The second row presents
the foreground probability density functions, Pr(xt|Φ), and
the last row shows the final probabilistic segmentations.
The first column of images shows the results for frame 66.
Here, a moving object is going to be totally occluded by a
column. The foreground pdf shows high density values at the
current moving object position, due to previously detected
foreground regions have been used to model the foreground.
Hence, a satisfactory segmentation results. In this case, the
measure and the estimation are similar.
In the frame 74, where the moving object is totally
occluded, no foreground segments have been obtained.
Nevertheless, the tracking algorithm is able to estimate
its current position. In this way, the spatial coordinates
of the previously detected foreground regions are correctly
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Figure 2. Results corresponding to an occlusion situation. First row: original frames with segmentation measures in green crosses and tracking estimations
in red squares. Second row: foreground pdfs, Pr(xt|Φ). Third row: Foreground mask resulting from the application of the proposed system (frame 74
depicts a previously detected moving region at the position given by the tracker). The right column presents a comparison with a Mean-Shift based tracker.
updated. The image in the last row depicts a gray region
representing the position where all the foreground regions
have been translated.
In frame 80, only a leg of the moving object appears.
Thus, the obtained measure is not correct. While this mea-
sure is centered in the segmented region, the estimation
provided by the tracker is placed in the correct position.
The last two columns show the results corresponding
to the same image (frame 86) using different tracking
strategies. The first one uses the proposed strategy. The
second one apply a simpler tracking analysis based on Mean-
Shift. Through the use of the proposed strategy, the tracking
has allowed maintaining the previous detected foreground
information. Hence, the foreground segmentation is satisfac-
tory. Through the Mean-Shift based strategy, the previously
detected foreground data has been lost. Therefore, after the
occlusion the object is considered as new, with no associated
previous foreground information. Consequently, the quality
of the foreground pdf is not enough and results in a low
quality foreground segmentation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel an efficient feedback system for moving ob-
ject segmentation and tracking has been presented. Non-
parametric background and foreground modeling is jointly
applied to obtain high quality results in situations such
as dynamic background and illuminations changes. The
foreground modeling is constructed from the information
provided by a multi-object Bayesian tracking algorithm,
which achieves satisfactory results in presence of partial and
total occlusions.
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